International Film Festival - 2017

March 15 - April 7

FILMS FROM
CHINA
COLOMBIA
CUBA
FRANCE
GERMANY
IRAN
ITALY
JAMAICA
JAPAN
PERU
RUSSIA
SPAIN
SYRIA
TURKEY
VENEZUELA

filmfest.uncc.edu • facebook.com/filmfest.uncc.edu

THE CREDITS:
FRANCO-AMERICAN CULTURAL FUND • CAMPUS FRANCE • HIGHBROW • ALLIANCE FRANCAISE • CHARLOTTE JEWISH FILM FESTIVAL • RUSSIAN KIDS RUSSIAN CLUB • UNCC CHINESE CLUB • ITALIAN CLUB OF UNCC • CENTRE NATIONAL DU CINEMA ET DE L’IMAGE ANIMEE • IRANIAN STUDENT ORGANIZATION-UNC CHARLOTTE • UNCC STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION • 49ER GERMAN-CLUB • UNCC INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS • FLG • FACE • CLUB DE ESPAÑOL PARA AMIGOS • NIIHON CLUB • CHARLOTTE FILM SOCIETY • SPANISH FILM CLUB • FRENCH CLUB AT UNCC • CENTRAL PARTNERSHIP • J. MURREY ATKINS LIBRARY